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The Automated Reference Toolset (ART): A soil-geomorphic ecological 

potential matching algorithm 

ABSTRACT 

Ecological inventory and monitoring data need referential context for interpretation. 

Identification of appropriate reference areas of similar ecological potential for site comparison is 

demonstrated using a newly developed Automated Reference Toolset (ART). Foundational to 

identification of reference areas was a soil map of particle size in the control section (PSCS), a 

theme in US Soil Taxonomy. A 30-meter resolution PSCS map of the Colorado Plateau (366,000 

km
2
) was created by interpolating ~5000 field soil observations using a random forest model and 

a suite of raster environmental spatial layers representing topography, climate, general ecological 

community, and satellite imagery ratios. The PSCS map had overall out of bag accuracy of 

61.8% (Kappa of 0.54, p<0.0001), and an independent validation accuracy of 93.2% at a set of 

356 field plots along the southern edge of Canyonlands National Park, Utah. The ART process 

was also tested at these plots, and matched plots with the same ecological sites 67% of the time 

where sites fell within 2km buffers of each other. These results show that the PSCS and ART 

have strong application for ecological monitoring and sampling design, as well as assessing 

impacts of disturbance and land management action using an ecological potential framework. 

Results also demonstrate that PSCS could be a key mapping layer for the USDA-NRCS 

provisional ecological site development initiative.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Context is essential for interpreting ecological data and making informed land 

management decisions. The concept of ecological potential is one approach to contextualize 

landscapes relative to soils, topographic setting, and climate (Bestelmeyer et al., 2009; Caudle et 

al., 2013; Herrick et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2012). The fields of soil science, forest ecology, 

and rangeland ecology have produced soil-ecological management systems based on the 

assumption of some kind of common ecological potential (Amundson and Jenny, 1997; Jenny, 

1961; Jenny, 1980) that facilitates description of ecological dynamics that are unique for each 

landscape unit (often in the form of state and transition models; Bestelmeyer, 2015; Briske et al., 

2005; Caudle et al., 2013; Duniway et al., 2010; NRCS, 2014; Salley et al., 2016; Winthers et al., 

2005). The spatial depictions of these systems are based on polygonal soil maps such as the 

USDA-NRCS Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database. However, the spatial delineation 

themes of SSURGO and similar soil surveys is often different than those used to separate 

landscapes according to ecological potential concepts such as ecological sites (Ireland and 

Drohan, 2015; Nauman and Thompson, 2014; Nauman et al., 2015a; Nauman et al., 2015b). This 

often creates a spatial and thematic mis-match in the data available to land managers to guide 

decision making, design of monitoring programs, and interpret ecological data.  

 Investigation of a land-potential based classification system, such as the USDA-NRCS 

ecological site system (Caudle et al., 2013; NRCS, 2014), can help to guide and focus new soil 

mapping efforts for which natural resource managers are primary end users (Bestelmeyer, 2015). 

In current practice, the soil features that distinguish most ecological sites are texture (surface and 

subsurface), depth, and mineralogy (Duniway et al., 2010). With this in mind, one option for 

creating a new spatial mapping scheme of these properties in the United States is to use the 
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wealth of field soil observations collected in the U.S. National Cooperative Soil Survey  

(>300,000 locations in contiguous US) to map these properties in aggregate. Most of these 

observations are only attributed with soil taxonomic class data, limiting the potential thematic 

choices for mapping. Many of the recent attempts at mapping soil classes have focused on the 

highly detailed and thematically inconsistent soil series taxon, soil map unit component, or 

similar themes. These studies have faced considerable difficulty achieving sufficient accuracy 

(Chaney et al., 2016; Nauman et al., 2012; Nauman and Thompson, 2014; Odgers et al., 2014; 

Subburayalu et al., 2014), or have workflows that are difficult to implement at broader scales or 

where limited data is available (Bui et al., 1999; Bui and Moran, 2001; Bui and Moran, 2003; 

Hansen et al., 2009; Häring et al., 2012; Kerry et al., 2012; Nauman et al., 2014; Thompson et 

al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 1996). Given the difficulties seen in mapping projects at 

these detailed scales, other levels of US Soil Taxonomy represented in US field soil observations 

might have better potential use for matching ecological site themes. 

In particular, soil particle size in the control section (PSCS), a family differentiator in US 

Soil Taxonomy, matches well with the texture-depth-mineralogy themes used in ecological sites. 

PSCS primarily distinguishes soil texture and rock fragment content, but also separates pedons 

with different depth and mineralogy to lesser extents. It was crafted as a means to combine the 

agricultural and engineering soil particle size fraction classification systems (Soil Survey Staff, 

2010). It is one of the most consistently defined and functional taxonomic descriptors in US Soil 

Taxonomy, and is quite similar to soil texture and rock content themes described in many 

ecological sites (Caudle et al., 2013; Duniway et al., 2010). In general, PSCS summarizes 

“control section” depths usually from 25-100 cm, the top 50 cm of an argillic horizon, full 

mineral soil depth at shallow sites, or various intervals for uncommon scenarios (e.g. lower 
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boundary of an Ap to fragipan if upper boundary within 100cm; see Keys to Soil Taxonomy, 

Soil Survey Staff, 2010, for full key). PSCS mostly uses similar texture separates (i.e. sand, silt, 

clay) as conventional USDA soil textures, but the groupings are slightly larger and fine through 

very coarse sands get combined with gravels less than 75mm for several class definitions. For 

PSCS, general breaks are made at loamy sand, 18% clay, 35% clay, and 35% rock. Shallow soils 

are all put into two separate and generalized PSCS classes, loamy or clayey, which are simply 

split at a weighted average of 35% clay. All PSCS classes can be modified by a “skeletal” 

descriptor to separate rocky soils (>35% rock; particles >2mm diameter). We hypothesized that 

PSCS could be mapped easily using digital soil mapping strategies (Grunwald, 2009; Grunwald 

et al., 2011; McBratney et al., 2003; Minasny and McBratney, 2010) to serve as a baseline map 

to help identify areas of similar ecological potential based on ecological site concepts.  

Although PSCS is a consistent and appropriate soil summary theme that is likely useful 

for differentiating or mapping ecological sites, it does generalize some of the variability seen 

with depth in soils that have significant pedogenic development.  These pedogenic patterns often 

change with geomorphic surface at different scales that can greatly influence vegetation patterns 

(Burrough, 1983; McAuliffe, 1994; Phillips, 2001). There are also other factors distinguishing 

ecological sites including landscape setting (slope, aspect, hill slope position, etc.), and climate 

(Duniway et al. 2010).  So, in addition to a PSCS map, we postulated that a multi-scale 

topographic classification, and a remotely sensed geologic classification could help further 

identify areas with similar ecological potential. Topographic classifications can constrain local 

climate variability influence on vegetation potential (e.g. slope sheltering and aspect, see 

Nauman et al., 2015b) as well as soil development differences observed along slope catenas 

(Huggett, 1975). Remotely sensed geologic and surficial deposit classifications can also be quite 
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effective for distinguishing mineralogy in arid regions using common multispectral satellites 

(Cole and Boettinger, 2007; Martínez-Ríos and Monger; Nauman, 2009; Nauman et al., 2014; 

Nield et al., 2007), or by gamma radiometrics (where available at an appropriate scale) (Chaney 

et al., 2016; Cook et al., 1996). 

 The aim of this paper is to demonstrate an automated reference toolset (ART) process to 

generate a suite of reference sites based on concepts of ecological potential for any given 

location of interest. Integral to ART is the development of a continuous soil map of PSCS to 

constrain the landscape at an appropriate scale. This tool is designed to aid land managers and 

researchers who are evaluating the effects of a particular treatment (e.g. grazing/browsing 

pressure removal through herbivore exclusion),  disturbance (e.g. off-highway vehicle use), or 

restoration/reclamation activity (e.g. fuels treatment, oil pad reclamation, range improvement, 

and others)  based on appropriate comparison to locations that have similar ecological potential 

(reference areas hereafter). For this application, reference areas do not need to be pristine, but 

simply provide areas for comparison that are similar in most other aspects except the 

management or activity of interest.  Here, we describe the ART tool and validation of the process 

using soil-vegetation plot data to verify ART’s ability to identify appropriate reference areas. 

METHODS 

Study Area 

 The ART tool was developed originally to address research and management applications 

on the Colorado Plateau.  The Colorado Plateau is a distinctive region of mainly sedimentary 

lithological landscapes that have been uplifted to anywhere from 1200-2000 meters above sea 

level along with various laccoliths and volcanic districts that include mountains in excess of 

3700 meters. The Plateau includes parts of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and Utah, and we 
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define its bounds for this study as the areas contained within the outer bounds of the Colorado 

Plateau and Arizona and New Mexico Plateaus (EPA level three ecoregions 20 and 22; Omernik 

and Griffith, 2014, Fig. 1). The Plateau encompasses a large area (366,000 km
2
) across a broad 

spectrum of aridity, lithology, topography and seasonal distribution of precipitation. Ecosystems 

on the Plateau include arid and semi-arid shrublands and grasslands, pinyon-juniper and scrub-

oak woodlands, subalpine conifer systems, and alpine tundra (Lowry et al., 2007). For ART 

testing, we use a set of 356 plots described in Miller et al. (2011) and Bowker et al., (2012).  This 

plot network spans an area of   ~1500 km
2
 along the southern edge of Canyonlands National 

Park (Fig. 1) and includes a relatively wide range of elevations, climates, vegetation, and soils 

(see Bowker et al. 2012). 

Spatial Datasets 

Development of ART began by compiling an extensive database of environmental raster 

covariates with spatial coverage covering the entire Plateau (Table 1). These were derived from 

the National Elevation Dataset (NED; Gesch, 2007; Gesch et al., 2002), Southwest ReGAP 

(SWREGAP; Lowry et al., 2007), 800m PRISM climate dataset (PRISM Group, 2010), and a US 

Geological Survey (USGS) Landsat 8 top-of-atmosphere (L8TOA) orthorectified reflectance 

median composite from 5/1/2014-7/30/2014 downloaded from Google Earth Engine (Google 

Earth Engine Team, 2015; USGS, 2016, Appendix A). All spatial files used were first projected 

to USA Contiguous Albers Equal Area Conic as defined in ArcGIS (ESRI, 2014). All layers 

were snapped to the NED DEM at 30m resolution. SAGA GIS (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

was used to create topographic variables from NED (Table 1). Before topographic calculations 

were made, a 3x3 low pass filter was used to help ameliorate contouring artifacts observed in 

NED. 
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Soil particle size in the control section (PSCS) was mapped from 5065 field soil 

descriptions across the Plateau (Fig. 2) that were mostly classified to soil series level associated 

with US Soil Taxonomy classes (Soil Survey Staff, 1999, 2010). The map was interpolated from 

the points using a random forest function in the R statistical package (Breiman, 2001; Liaw and 

Wiener, 2002; R Core Development Team, 2008) to relate the soil observations to the suite of 

environmental variables in Table 1, excepting NLCD. Most of these points were from the 

Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) National Soil Information System (NASIS), 

and 356 points were from U.S. Geological Survey studies (Bowker et al., 2012; Miller et al., 

2011). PSCS was queried for each soil series from NASIS as the theme to be mapped (20 

classes; Table 2). In addition, soil observations of Psamments (very sandy) and Gypsids 

(dominated by gypsum), were included because they did not have PSCS attributed in the 

database, yet they describe closely related and ecologically significant soil compositional 

definitions. PSCS attributes soils by generalized soil texture and rock fragment content in a way 

that is quite similar to those used for ecological potential based land classifications (e.g. NRCS 

Ecological Site System; Duniway et al. 2010).  

In addition to the PSCS map, unsupervised local classifications of topography and 

geology (using Landsat) were used to help distinguish short range variability. We suspected that 

the regional scale of the PSCS would make it less sensitive to local patterns, thus unsupervised 

kmeans clusters of 1) topography variables (National Elevation Dataset variables in Table 1) and 

2) geologic variables (Landsat 8 normalized difference ratios of red/blue, red/green, and 

swir1/swir2) within 2 km radius neighborhoods were produced to focus reference selection and 

increase similarity between target pixel and selected reference areas.  This process was achieved 

in an integrated Python script (Appendix B) that uses tools from ArcGIS (ESRI, 2014) to select, 
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extract, modify, and match spatial data. The ‘Scikit-learn’ python module is used within the 

script to perform the kmeans clustering (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Within the 2km buffer of a 

location, pixels of the same PSCS, topography, and geology classes are selected as the 

“reference” areas (Fig. 3). These pixels are screened to exclude roads, agriculture, and developed 

areas. Agricultural and developed areas are screened using SW ReGAP (Lowry et al., 2007) and 

the National Land Cover 2011 database (Homer et al., 2015). 

Road GIS databases for all states were obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau – 

Geography Division Tiger Lines (USCB-GD, 2015) road database by county. The Tiger Lines 

files were then generalized by the route type code (RTTYP attribute) and designated a buffer 

distance based on these road types (Table 3). Buffer distances were estimated to roughly account 

for the size of roads and associated boundary effects on vegetation communities. Visual analysis 

of at least 10 segments of each road type overlaid on high resolution aerial photography in 

ArcGIS were made to come up with buffer estimates. These were also made with the goal of 

converting to a 30-meter raster grid to use in combination with the raster data in Table 1, which 

influences how a buffer is chosen. Additionally, roads layers were downloaded from Utah 

AGRC (UAGRC, 2015) and Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT, 2015 - 

downloaded "Highways", "Local Roads", "Major Roads" and "Routes"). The Utah and Colorado 

databases record some roads not present in Tiger, whereas no such layer was easily attainable for 

New Mexico. Road buffers for the UT and CO databases were more complicated, and buffers 

were estimated to conceptually match the Tiger attribution after similar visualization in ArcGIS 

using aerial imagery. 

Validation 
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Accuracy of both the soil PSCS map and the ability of ART to match a site to appropriate 

reference pixels were assessed in this study. The out-of-bag error rate and confusion matrix 

produced by the randomForest R package was used to assess the overall accuracy of the PSCS 

map. These metrics have been shown to be relatively robust (Breiman, 2001; Liaw and Wiener, 

2002; Nauman et al., 2015b).  The confusion matrix was also tested for agreement above what 

would be expected due to random chance using Cohen’s Kappa index (Cohen, 1960). 

Additionally, the accuracy of both the PSCS map and reference pixel selection was tested using 

the Canyonlands Research Center (CRC; http://www.canyonlandsresearchcenter.org/) ecological 

plots (described in Miller et al. 2011 and Bowker et al. 2012), which are arranged across an soil, 

vegetation, and grazing gradient that represents much of the Plateau. Locations were allocated by 

stratified random sample in the Indian Creek allotment and general randomized tessellation in 

Canyonlands National Park. Some plots were selected subjectively to include unique settings. 

Since the soils data at these plots were used in the final PSCS map, we remade a PSCS map 

(PSCSw) without these data to ensure independent validation. We also used the CRC plots as 

another independent validation of the PSCSw map to test predictive ability of the soil mapping 

approach.  

 To test ART’s ability to identify areas of similar ecological potential, we used it to select 

reference pixels for all 356 CRC plots. The pixels selected for each plot were examined for 

concordance of the ecological site (ES) classification for its neighbors that fell within the 2km 

ART buffer neighborhood. All plots falling within the buffer were included to assess if selected 

reference pixels were in areas with the same ES and excluding areas classified as a different ES. 

The following scenarios were tallied to quantify performance: 1) Correct matches: Selected 

pixels containing plots for which the ES matches target (buffer center) plot ES, 2) False matches: 
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Selected pixels containing plots for which the ES does not match target plot ES, 3) Correct 

Exclusion: Plots for which the ES does not match the target plot ES are not selected, and 4) 

Omission Error: Plots for which the ES does match the target plot ES, but are not selected as a 

reference. The tallies were added up for each scenario type after each plot was used once as the 

neighborhood center for reference pixel identification. The main performance goal was to 

maximize correct matches while minimizing false matches (maximize user accuracy). Omission 

errors were less important given the goal was not to create a universal coverage, thus, the 

algorithm could be picky at the expense of potential matches. A potential cost of ignoring 

omissions is the need to get a sufficiently large and representative reference area sample. The 

validation was run with the original PSCS map and the independent PSCSw map to see if 

independence issues existed. 

Sensitivity of ART to the number of topographical and geology clusters was also tested 

during the validation. The numbers of each cluster type were varied upward from one until an 

optimum combination of cluster sizes was achieved, based on 1) optimized user accuracy 

(correct matches/[correct matches + false matches]), and 2) maximized amount of reference area 

identified if similar user accuracies were obtained for different cluster sizes. We also tested 

iterations with 10 and 15 clusters for both classifications to make sure there weren’t potentially 

missed optimums with much higher cluster numbers. 

The PSCSw map was also tested for nominal association with ecological site using the 

CRC data. This was done by using a Chi-squared contingency test, and transforming the result to 

various zero to one indices of correlation including Cramer’s V, Tschuprow's T, and Goodman-

Kruskal’s Lambda (Clark and Hosking, 1986; Goodman and Kruskal, 1954; Signorell, 2016; 

Tschuprow, 1939). Of particular interest was the degree of asymmetric correlation between 
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PSCSw as the independent variable and ecological site as the dependent variable. The goal was to 

see how well PSCS alone can inform an end-user about the ecological potential of a location. 

RESULTS 

 Both the PSCS map and the ART test plots had accuracies above 60%. The full PSCS 

map (with all 5065 observations) had an overall out-of-bag agreement of 61.8% (Cohen’s Kappa 

of 0.54, p<0.0001). The PSCSw map (4695 observations) used for validation of the ART process 

had an out-of-bag agreement of 61.9% (Cohen’s Kappa of 0.54, p<0.0001), and was 91.9% 

identical to the full PSCS map (aerial class agreement of 91.7%, Kappa = 0.88). These Kappa 

values (0.54) indicate ‘moderate agreement’ according to the analysis of Kappa done by Landis 

and Koch (1977). When using the CRC plots as a validation test set for the PSCSw map, overall 

agreement was 93.2% (Cohen’s Kappa of 0.9, p<0.0001).  

Visually, the PSCS map appears to match the authors’ observations of the Plateau soils.  

The PSCS map shows the distinctive sandy areas around the four corners canyon-country region 

(Fig. 4, yellow areas). The fine-silty and fine-loamy textures (Fig. 4, orange and brown) of Grand 

Valley, north of Moab, UT are distinctly visible as a regional landmark where the Mancos shale 

formation dominates the landscape. A distinctive ring of the shallow ‘loamy’ soils (blue in Fig. 

4) surrounds the sandy areas of canyon country. Moving into mountains, bands of shallow and 

rockier ‘loamy-skeletal’ soils are mapped (black in Fig. 4). The southern portions of the Plateau 

are mapped as dominantly fine-loamy (brown), coarse-loamy (green), loamy (blue), and loamy-

skeletal (black, Fig. 4).  

 The optimum ART reference selection occurred across a spectrum of combinations of 

cluster numbers. After evaluating user accuracy and other validation metrics, 3 clusters of both 
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topographical and geologic covariates was deemed to produce a good balance of specificity and 

reference pixel sample size. Validation user accuracy (using the PSCSw map) was 67.4% (271 

correct matches, 131 false matches, 1283 correct exclusions, and 505 omission errors), with most 

of the major ecological sites (ES) showing correct match rates above 50% (Table 4). Minor ES 

(with less than 10 match instances) tended to have lower correct match rates. Validation of ART 

using just the PSCSw map (no clustering) was similar, with a user accuracy of 66.4%, with 676 

correct matches, and a much lower omission error tally of 102, meaning that it correctly matched 

86.9% of the potential ES matches. We also tested ART just using the topographical or 

geological classifications in addition to the PSCS map for matching and found that a 3-class 

topographical classification in ART still produced a 67.2% user accuracy, and increased overall 

correct matches from 268 to 492. When just geology clusters are used, the user accuracy was 

actually slightly higher (67.7%), but overall correct matches only increased to 349.  

 Categorical correlations were high between PSCSw classes and ecological sites observed 

at the CRC plots. The correlations were 0.77 for Cramer’s V, 0.57 for Tschuprow’s T, and 0.84 

for the asymmetric Goodman-Kruschal Lambda (PSCSw as independent). These values indicate 

strong association and the potential for PSCS to be a strong predictor of ecological site. Table 5 

shows the cross-tabulation of ecological sites at the CRC plots for the PSCSw classes mapped at 

each plot. There is clearly specificity between PSCS and ecological site, but some noise is 

present in the broader PSCS classes, and in particular within Psamments. There were some finer 

textured ES (Alkali Flat and Loamy Bottom) that were misclassified into Psamments (extremely 

sandy soils), probably due to less specificity in the Psamment thematic concept. All the 

ecological sites exhibit a dominant soil texture group that they associate with. Some, however, 
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do span multiple PSCS classes (e.g. Semidesert Sandy Loam [Fourwing saltbrush] and Upland 

Loam [Basin Big Sagebrush]), likely due to poorly defined ecological site concepts.  

DISCUSSION 

 The results presented here indicate that the ART algorithm is able to successfully identify 

areas (30-m pixels) on the landscape that have similar ecological potential to a target location.  

The PSCS map accounted for most of the field-scale variation in ecological potential as 

represented by ecological sites. Although ART validation tests suggest that just using PSCS in a 

neighborhood gives just as good a user accuracy as approaches using the unsupervised clustering 

classes, we suggest that the clusters will add needed specificity in other applications, especially 

for areas with PSCS classifications that potentially need added contextual information for 

accurate ecological potential mapping (e.g. where ecological potential not captured by PSCS 

classes or where greatly influenced by topographic factors not captured by PSCS). Future efforts 

should include querying soil subgroup level taxa for Psamments to create specificity in depth 

class for updating the PSCS map. The Psamment suborder can fall into subgroups with different 

depth classes, which makes it less congruent with factors documented as controlling ecological 

potential.  

Including the landform and geologic parent material unsupervised clustering classes 

provides users some control on specificity of reference pixel selection. In the validation 

application presented here, several subsets of the plots had lower accuracies when the clusters 

were not added. The user accuracy assessment presented also does not address the way that 

clustering limits the overall number of sites falsely identified as reference (even if the user 

accuracy remains the same). The need for this added specificity is likely to be application 

dependent. For example, broad scale analysis using remotely sensed indicators of ecosystem 
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function (e.g. bare ground), such as for oil and gas pad assessments, might benefit from using 

broadly defining reference (e.g. using fewer unsupervised classes) to allow for a robust 

comparison of target condition to a large sample of pixels with similar potential (e.g. quantile-

based analysis). However, applications using field data from relatively few locations may prefer 

greater specificity in reference selection. Thus, the added clustering can give the user flexibility 

in how narrowly reference is defined. This will likely be more important in other regions where 

soil texture and chemistry (e.g. salinity) are not as closely linked as they are on the Colorado 

Plateau. In more humid regions, ART may be limited to the topographic classifications due to 

vegetation obscuring geologic signal in imagery. However, our results show that just using the 

PSCS map and a topographical classification worked just as well as when the geologic 

classification is included (67.2% versus 67.7% user accuracy). The lack of improvement from 

remotely sensed geologic inputs might indicate that ART will work across wetter systems, but 

case studies will be needed to confirm this. Scale (or size of neighborhood for analysis) is also a 

parameter that can be adjusted by users, and could be varied along with the clustering specificity 

for a suite of different applications (e.g. user may want to compare a site to reference sites in an 

area broader than the 2km buffer used in our study). 

Maps of soil and landscape variability appropriate to field-scale management practices 

can give land managers and conservation funding entities a powerful toolset to help 

contextualize land status. Most conservation planning and effectiveness monitoring programs in 

the US are built upon the precept that soil maps should drive these processes such that efforts can 

be targeted based on concepts of ecological potential (Bestelmeyer and Briske, 2012). However, 

the complexity of soil map databases like SSURGO have made it difficult to integrate data into 

planning efforts thus making it necessary to update maps to appropriate levels of detail for 
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management planning (e.g. Nauman et al., 2015a; Nauman et al., 2015b).  With the vast effort to 

implement new methods into soil mapping, it is easy to lose track of end-user needs: 

appropriately scaled mapping products that need little interpretation. Problems with updating 

conventional soil maps have led to further complications and problems with accuracy (Chaney et 

al., 2016; Nauman et al., 2012; Nauman and Thompson, 2014; Nauman et al., 2014; Odgers et 

al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2012). This has led researchers to go back to the source data, to see 

how field pedon observations can inform mapping on broader scales as has been attempted by 

the International Soil Reference and Information Centre in recent global mapping efforts (Hengl 

et al., 2014). Our results demonstrate a high level of accuracy relative to these studies. 

Given current efforts to finish the national SSURGO-level soil survey and reconcile 

regional soil-ecological hierarchies (Salley et al., 2016), our results show the importance of 

leveraging point-observations of soil taxonomy for continued mapping efforts. We demonstrate 

how the spatially dense taxonomic field observations available can be used to potentially create 

better soil maps. Our mapping filled in previously unmapped areas near Hanksville, Utah. 

Although we didn’t formally validate these areas, the new map fit soil-landscape relationships 

that the authors have observed in that region during field work, and more validation is planned 

(Munson et al., 2016). Additionally, PSCS shows great potential to help with current USDA-

NRCS efforts in provisional ecological site correlation and mapping (Salley et al., 2016). ART 

also could be employed in conservation planning programs for monitoring and design at different 

scales (Bestelmeyer and Briske, 2012; Havstad et al., 2007; Schwilch et al., 2011), especially 

applicable to effectiveness assessments of these programs based on remote sensing (e.g. Tsalyuk 

et al., 2015).  
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With over 300,000 (publically funded) georeferenced soil observations in the contiguous 

United States available from cataloging data collected in the National Cooperative Soil Survey, 

the information is available to create soil maps at a very detailed spatial resolution. The choice of 

what property(s) of the soil to focus on has become more important as our tools, knowledge and 

approaches to mapping soil proliferate (Brevik et al., 2016; Grunwald, 2009). Unfortunately, 

many of the soil observations available only contain taxonomic information about the soil 

observed at a site. So, the question becomes, what part of taxonomy best describes the properties 

of the soil relevant to land management? We chose PSCS because it is solely focused on soil 

properties that we felt fit this description, whereas, other levels of US Soil Taxonomy are defined 

on themes that are somewhat abstract or hard to model (e.g. degree of development, soil 

climate). PSCS describes aspects of soil texture, rock content, depth, and mineralogy (volcanic 

classes), making it a strong aggregation of soil properties relevant to ecological potential.  

 Automated Reference Toolset (ART) Applications 

We envision several important applications of ART that will allow for users to account 

for landscape-scale heterogeneity in inventory and monitoring efforts (Fig. 5). Primarily, we 

expect ART to be used in assessing land use impacts and management effectiveness, including 

discrete disturbances (e.g. oil or gas pad; Fig. 5a), sampling design for monitoring restoration 

treatments (e.g. grazing reduction [Fig 5b], seeding, brush management, fuels treatment), or for 

comparing between different management strategies (e.g. between grazing units or across 

management boundaries; Fig. 5c). The reference pixels can be used to allocate statistically based 

field sampling schemes or as a filter for further geospatial analysis with data such as satellite 

vegetation indices. Additionally, the ART could be used for selecting a subset of existing plots 

from large-scale ecological monitoring efforts (e.g. Nusser and Goebel, 1997; Toevs et al., 2011) 
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to set targets and help define successful restoration/reclamation, such as may occur on an 

abandoned oil and gas pads.  

We also see ART facilitating interpretation of large ecological monitoring datasets and 

contributing to our understanding of state and transition dynamics and soil health (Brown and 

Herrick, 2016). State and transition models have been accepted as a pragmatic conceptual basis 

for predicting ecological behavior in response to environmental drivers (Bestelmeyer, 2015; 

Bestelmeyer et al., 2009; Briske et al., 2005; Twidwell et al., 2013). By using an appropriate 

vegetation index combined with calibration field data, the status of a central pixel could be 

compared with all of its ecologically similar neighboring locations to identify areas over time 

that are digressing or progressing toward a possible state change, particularly towards 

catastrophic states (e.g. annualized bareground states, Miller et al., 2011). Such an analysis of 

spatial patterns in ecological states, and transitions over time could help identify areas vulnerable 

to state shifts. These state and transition applications would afford powerful spatio-temporal 

insights into ecosystem service trends and potential (Bestelmeyer et al., 2011; Browning and 

Duniway, 2011; Browning et al., 2012; Nauman et al., 2015a).  

The parameters of the ART workflow can be flexible and incorporate different scales of 

concern. The neighborhood size and orientation, number of clusters, type of variables used in 

clustering, and clustering routine can be changed to optimize results for different spatial and 

thematic scales of interest. For many applications, these aspects of the ART provide some 

advantages over a fixed classification system such as the NRCS Ecological Site System.  

Ecological site concepts can potentially be too narrow or too broad for a particular application. 

The flexibility inherent in the neighborhood size and specificity of the unsupervised 

classification in the ART provide a level of tailoring not available in soil survey products.  
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Furthermore, the NRCS Ecological sites are not yet available for all land in the US.  The ART is 

based on well-established soil concepts (particle size in the control section, geomorphic co-

variates, and landsat mineralogy indices) that could be made available in all lands of the US and 

globally. Future research will be aimed at optimizing these parameters for regional ecological 

monitoring efforts, further tying ART applications to field data and remotely sensed vegetation 

indices, and expanding PSCS mapping. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We demonstrate regional-level field scale mapping of soil particle size in the control 

section (PSCS) and its application in an Automated Reference Toolset (ART) for identifying 

neighborhood pixels with similar ecological potential. Both PSCS and ART corresponded 

closely with ecological site classifications, and could be powerful tools for US federal agencies 

developing these frameworks. The reference pixels identified by ART represent areas that can be 

used for comparison in assessing a particular disturbance, restoration effort, or other land-use 

action at a site. We were able to map PSCS with relatively good accuracy, even in areas not 

previously mapped. Additionally, for the validation areas used here, PSCS alone is an effective 

classification system for delineating areas of similar ecological potential (ecological sites). The 

ART routine was able to identify ecological reference areas at varying levels of specificity with 

relatively good accuracies. ART gives users the ability to essentially create a neighborhood filter 

for any target location for monitoring ecological condition relative to sites with similar 

ecological potential. This application shows potential for automated monitoring of ecological 

condition by integrating reference pixels with field-validated remote sensing vegetation indices. 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 

Table 1. Spatial raster variables used in the ART process and for creation of soil particle size 

map. 

Table 2. Soil particle size in the control section map classes. 

Table 3. Buffer table for converting road line features to a raster screening layer. 

Table 4. ART Validation results showing user accuracies for all classes and the overall 

classification metrics (bottom). 

Table 5. Association between PSCSw (PSCS map without CRC plots used in training to ensure 

independent validation) map classes and ecological site. Colors and numbers indicate how many 

plots cross-tabulated between each ecological site and PSCS class. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Study area in the southwestern USA covering portions of Arizona (AZ), Colorado 

(CO), Utah (UT), and New Mexico (NM) defined by a 12-km buffer of the outer boundaries of 

EPA level 3 ecoregions 20 and 22 outlined in black on left. On the right are plots (n=356, black 

triangles) used for testing the ART process skirting the southern part of Canyonlands National 

Park, UT. 

Figure 2.  Map of points used to train the soil particle size in the control section map. Soil 

observations at 5065 sites were used to train a random forest prediction of the model. The spatial 

density of these observations is represented at a 10 km resolution. This symbolization was 

chosen for better representation and because some of the soil observation locations are sensitive. 

Figure 3. Automated Reference Toolset (ART) process chart. 
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Figure 4. Digital soil map of dominant soil particle size classes of the Colorado Plateau. Some 

classes with low spatial coverage (<3000 pixels) were not labeled as they cannot be seen 

(include: ashy, ashy-skeletal, ashy-skeletal over fragmental or cindery, cindery, coarse-loamy 

over sandy or sandy-skeletal, Gypsids, and very fine). Overall, out-of-bag accuracy was 61.8%, 

with Cohen’s Kappa index of 0.54 (p<0.0001). 

Figure 5. Panel of ART examples showing how treatments and disturbances can be effectively 

compared using ART reference pixels (darkened in images on right, 30x30m for scale). Panel A 

demonstrates application of ART to picking reference pixels that can be used compare with oil 

and gas pad disturbances using satellite vegetation indices. Panel B demonstrates reference 

selection of a grazing exclosure plot where a land comparison to similar areas would be useful, 

particularly beyond directly adjacent areas. Panel C shows a complex area along a park boundary 

(red) where a site might need to be compared with similar areas outside of the park. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Spatial raster variables used in the ART process and for creation of soil particle size 

map. 

Source Variable Description 

National 

Elevation 

Dataset 

~30-meter 

resolution 

 

 

NWNESS index from 1 to -1  of how northwest (1) or southeast (-1) a site faces  

EASTNESS index from 1 to -1  of how east (1) or west (-1) a site faces  

SOUTHNESS index from 1 to -1  of how south (1) or north (-1) a site faces  

NENESS index from 1 to -1  of how northeast (1) or southwest (-1) a site faces  

ELEVm elevation in meters 

TCURVLP3 curvature perpendicular to the slope direction (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

PCURVLP3 curvature parallel to the slope direction (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

PROTINDEX Protection Index of surrounding topography (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

SLPLP3 slope gradient in degrees  

MRRTF multiple resolution ridgetop flatness index (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

MRVBF multiple resolution valley bottom flatness index (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011) 

TWILP3 topographic wetness index, also called compound topographic index 

CALP3 upstream contributing area (Using Dinf, Conrad and Wichmann, 2011; Tarboton, 1997) 

RELHT   

(1,2,n..128) 

Height of cell above the local minimum elevation in n-pixel radius                                               

n =1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 (By comparing to Focal Statistics minimum tool, ESRI, 2014) 

RELMNHT 

(1,2,n..128) 

Height of cell above the local mean elevation in n-pixel radius 

n =1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128 (By comparing to Focal Statistics mean tool, ESRI, 2014) 

LFELEMS 
Landform classification system using DEM: landform elements (Conrad and Wichmann, 2011; 

Schmidt and Hewitt, 2004) 

SWREGAP swregap_nm SW vegetation and landcover map (Lowry et al., 2007) 

NREL Wind wind Wind potential at 50m height from NREL: (NREL, 2015). 

PRISM 

temp_ann          

ppt_ann            

ppt_ratio 

MAT, MAP, seasonal precipitation: ratio of June-Sep/annual.   PRISM 1981-2010, 800m 

(PRISM Climate Group, 2010):  cubic resample to 30 meter resolution. 

Landsat 8 ND 

ratios 

redbluend 

redgreennd  

redswir1nd 

swir1nirnd 

swir1swir2nd 

red/blue, red/green, red/swir1, swir1/swir2, swir1/nir as normalized difference (ND) indices 

NLCD NLCDcl National Land Cover Database (Homer et al., 2015) 
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Table 2. Soil particle size in the control section map classes. 

Group Mapping class 
# 

Obs. 

Pixels 

Predicted 

General Control Section (or Class) 

Criteria† 

V
o

lca
n

ic In
flu

e
n

ce
 

ashy 3 120 >30% volcanic glass in 0.2-2mm fraction 

ashy-skeletal 4 348 Ashy with >35% rock fragments 

ashy-skeletal over 

fragmental or cindery 
3 833 

Ashy skeletal over a layer of at least 12.5cm thick of 

contrasting fragmental (>90% rock) or cindery 

material 

cindery 5 1284 
>90% rock, >60% cinder-like material, <2/3 of rock 

pumice 

S
h

a
llo

w
 S

o
ils 

clayey 51 20485 > 35% clay, only used for shallow soils 

clayey-skeletal 25 2224446 clayey, but with >35% rock fragments 

loamy 762 67345102 shallow soils, <35% clay, <35% rock 

loamy-skeletal 579 73815113 loamy with >35% rock 

M
o

d
e

ra
te

ly
 d

e
e

p
 to

 v
e

ry
 d

e
e

p
 so

ils, g
e

n
e

ra
lly

 fin
e

r �� ��
 

sandy-skeletal 45 55070 sandy with >35% rock 

Psamments 1370 49049134 
Suborder taxa: sand or loamy sand textures through 

entire profile. No PSCS is given to these soils 

sandy 162 1903368 
sands and loamy sands, but <50% very fine sand 

particles, <35% rock  

coarse-loamy over sandy 

or sandy-skeletal 
3 2065 

coarse loamy over at least 12.5 cm depth of sandy or 

sandy skeletal 

coarse-loamy 1013 61175738 
<18% clay, not sand or loamy sand, >15% 0.2-75mm 

particles in <75mm fraction 

coarse-silty 11 17245 
<18% clay, not sand or loamy sand, <15% 0.2-75mm 

particles in <75mm fraction 

fine-loamy over sandy or 

sandy-skeletal 
13 1098934 

fine-loamy over at least 12.5cm depth of sandy or 

sandy-skeletal 

fine-loamy 667 127986583 
18-35% clay,  >15% 0.2-75mm particles in <75mm 

fraction, <35% rock 

fine-silty 97 742163 
18-35% clay,  <15% 0.2-75mm particles in <75mm 

fraction, <35% rock 

Gypsids 6 190 

Suborder: observations only included higher level 

taxa (no PSCS) in description: soils with a Gypsic 

horizon 

fine 243 11849044 35-60% clay, <35% rock 

very-fine 3 166 >60% clay, <35% rock 

 †These descriptions summarize excerpts in Keys to Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 

2010), and leave out smaller details of taxonomy, see actual Keys for complete rules. 
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Table 3. Buffer table for converting road line features to a raster screening layer. 

Route 

Type 

(RTTYP) † 

Buffer 

(m) 
Description 

C 30.00 "County" roads 

I 50.00 "Interstates" 

M 30.00 "Common Name" - usually municipal 

O 30.00 "Other" - usually private 

S 35.00 "State recognized" - usually highways 

U 35.00 "U.S." - usually highways 

na 25.00 Unlabeled in Tiger -  usually dirt 2-tracks 

† Tiger road layer route codes (USCB-GD, 2015) 
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Table 4. ART Validation results showing user accuracies for all classes and the overall 

classification metrics (bottom). 

Class-wise Agreements 

Ecological Site (ES) 
Correct 

Matches 

False 

Matches 

User 

Accuracy 

Alkali Flat (Greasewood) 1 8 11.1% 

Desert Shallow Sandy Loam (Shadscale) 0 0 na 

Loamy Bottom (Basin Big Sagebrush) 23 18 52.3% 

Narrow Canyon Bottom (Gambel oak) 0 0 na 

Sandy Bottom (Fourwing saltbush) 0 2 0.0% 

Semidesert Sand (Blackbrush) 0 0 na 

Semidesert Sand (Fourwing saltbush) 29 34 46.0% 

Semidesert Sandy Loam (Blackbrush) 4 0 100.0% 

Semidesert Sandy Loam (Fourwing saltbush) 133 27 83.1% 

Semidesert Shallow Sand (Blackbrush) 5 3 62.5% 

Semidesert Shallow Sandy Loam (Shadscale) 0 7 0.0% 

Semidesert Shallow Sandy Loam (Utah Juniper - Blackbrush) 15 4 78.9% 

Upland Loam (Basin Big Sagebrush) 28 19 59.6% 

Upland Shallow Loam (Black sagebrush) 0 1 0.0% 

Upland Shallow Loam (Pinyon - Utah Juniper) 33 5 86.8% 

Upland Stony Loam (Pinyon-Juniper) 0 0 na 

Overall 271 131 67.4% 

Overall Agreements     

Confusion Metrics n     

False match: ART reference pixel overlays plot with wrong ES 131     

Correct match: ART reference pixel overlaps matching ES point 271     

Correct Exclusion: Differing ES point not matched by DART pixel 1283     

Omission Error: Plot with same ES not matched by DART pixel 505     

User Accuracy: (Correct match)/(Correct match +  False match) 67.4%     
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Table 5. Association between PSCSw (PSCS map without CRC plots used in training to ensure 

independent validation) map classes and ecological site. Colors and numbers indicate how many 

plots cross-tabulated between each ecological site and PSCS class. 

Ecological Site 
coarse-

loamy 

fine-

loamy 
loamy 

loamy-

skeletal 
Psamments 

Alkali Flat (Greasewood) 2 0 0 0 6 

Desert Shallow Sandy Loam (Shadscale) 0 0 1 0 0 

Loamy Bottom (Basin Big Sagebrush) 0 0 0 0 21 

Sandy Bottom (Fourwing saltbush) 0 0 0 0 6 

Semidesert Sand (Blackbrush) 0 0 0 0 2 

Semidesert Sand (Fourwing saltbush) 0 0 0 0 46 

Semidesert Sandy Loam (Blackbrush) 7 0 0 0 0 

Semidesert Sandy Loam (Fourwing saltbush) 93 3 1 0 9 

Semidesert Shallow Sand (Blackbrush) 0 0 0 0 14 

Semidesert Shallow Sandy Loam (Shadscale) 4 0 0 1 0 

Semidesert Shallow Sandy Loam (Utah 

Juniper - Blackbrush) 
0 0 34 0 0 

Upland Loam (Basin Big Sagebrush) 46 11 5 0 1 

Upland Shallow Loam (Black sagebrush) 1 0 0 0 0 

Upland Shallow Loam (Pinyon - Utah 

Juniper) 
0 0 41 0 0 

Upland Stony Loam (Pinyon-Juniper) 0 0 0 1 0 
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Figure 1. Study area in the southwestern USA covering portions of Arizona (AZ), Colorado (CO), Utah (UT), 
and New Mexico (NM) defined by a 12-km buffer of the outer boundaries of EPA level 3 ecoregions 20 and 

22 outlined in black on left. On the right are plots (n=356, black triangles) used for testing the ART process 
skirting the southern part of Canyonlands National Park, UT.  
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Figure 2.  Map of points used to train the soil particle size in the control section map. Soil observations at 
5065 sites were used to train a random forest prediction of the model. The spatial density of these 

observations is represented at a 10 km resolution. This symbolization was chosen for better representation 

and because some of the soil observation locations are sensitive.  
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Figure 3. Automated Reference Toolset (ART) process chart.  
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Figure 4. Digital soil map of dominant soil particle size classes of the Colorado Plateau. Some classes with 
low spatial coverage (<3000 pixels) were not labeled as they cannot be seen (include: ashy, ashy-skeletal, 
ashy-skeletal over fragmental or cindery, cindery, coarse-loamy over sandy or sandy-skeletal, Gypsids, and 

very fine). Overally out-of-bag accuracy was 61.8%, with Cohen’s Kappa index of 0.54 (p<0.0001).  
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Figure 5. Panel of ART examples showing how treatments and disturbances can be effectively compared 
using ART reference pixels (darkened in images on right, 30x30m for scale). Panel A demonstrates 

application of ART to picking reference pixels that can be used compare with oil and gas pad disturbances 

using satellite vegetation indices. Panel B demonstrates reference selection of a grazing exclosure plot 
where a land comparison to similar areas would be useful, particularly beyond directly adjacent areas. Panel 
C shows a complex area along a park boundary (red) where a site might need to be compared with similar 

areas outside of the park.  
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APPENDIX A. GOOGLE EARTH ENGINE CODE FOR LANDSAT 8 DATA IN TABLE 

1. 

 

// Creation of dry landsat reflectance mosaic for COP 

function Mosaic() { 

// Define boundary of clip extent 

var polygon = ee.FeatureCollection('ft:1xFxk4nOLf5q4D04ibV9SUdPvf1jLVp2HTKz4rqDX'); 

// Cloud Index Value 

// 61440 = Cloudy (high probability) Cirrus 

// 53248 = Cloudy (high probability) Non-Cirrus 

// 28672 = Cloudy (low probability) Cirrus 

// Change later to scenes from May thru July 2014 

var startDate = new Date('5/1/2014'); 

var endDate = new Date('7/30/2014'); 

var collection = ee.ImageCollection('LC8_L1T_TOA') // LC8, and LC8_L1T_TOA work 

    .filterDate(startDate, endDate) 

// From Noel at Google 

var maskL8 = function(image) { 

  var quality = image.select( 'BQA' ); 

  var cloud01 = quality.eq(61440); 

  var cloud02 = quality.eq(53248); 

  var cloud03 = quality.eq(28672); 

  var maskedImage = image.mask().and(cloud01.or(cloud02).or(cloud03).not()); 

  return image.mask(maskedImage); 

}; 

var VizParams = {min:0, max:0.7, 'bands':'B6,B5,B4'}; 

centerMap(-109.65,38.64); 

// Select median pixels and clip 

var image2 = collection.median().clip(polygon); 

addToMap(image2, VizParams, "Base Scene",false); 
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//addToMap(justcloud01,{palette:'FFFFFF'},"High Cirrus"); 

//addToMap(justcloud02,{palette:'FFFFFF'},"High Non-Cirrus"); 

//addToMap(justcloud03,{palette:'FFFFFF'},"Low Cirrus"); 

var collectionMasked = collection.map(maskL8); 

var image3 = collectionMasked.median().clip(polygon); 

addToMap(image3, VizParams, "With Cloud Mask",true); 

 

var origPixels = image2.select(0).reduceRegion({reducer: "count", scale: 30, bestEffort: true}); 

var maskedPixels = image3.select(0).reduceRegion({reducer: "count", scale: 30, bestEffort: true}); 

var image4 = image3.select(['B1','B2','B3','B4','B5','B6','B7','B8','B9', 'B10','B11']) 

                      .multiply(10000).toFloat(); 

 

Export.image(image4, 'ls8dry14c.tif', {'scale': 30, 'maxPixels': 1000000000000, driveFolder: 'LS8refl14'}); 

} 

Mosaic(); 
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APPENDIX B. ART Python Code 

#### Script to iterate through possibly overlaying buffers to pick 

#### reference analysis pixels based on multiple fields in buffer polygons 
#### The approach is to rasterize each polygon 

#### This is the validation version for plot data 

#### This version compares ESD designations at georeferenced plots 
 

#### This software has been approved for release by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). Although the software has been subjected to rigorous 

#### review, the USGS reserves the right to update the software as needed pursuant to further analysis and review. No warranty, expressed or 
#### implied, is made by the USGS or the U.S. Government as to the functionality of the software and related material nor shall the fact of    

#### release constitute any such warranty. Furthermore, the software is released on condition that neither the USGS nor the U.S. Government 

#### shall be held liable for any damages resulting from its authorized or unauthorized use. 
 

from sklearn.cluster import KMeans 

import arcpy 
from arcpy import env 

from arcpy.sa import * 

import sys, os, numpy as np, time 
from numpy import * 

arcpy.CheckOutExtension("Spatial") 

arcpy.env.parallelProcessingFactor = "70%" 
 

### Global Raster layers and settings to be used in selections 

mask = Raster(r'file_path') 
env.cartographicCoordinateSystem = mask 

env.cellsize = mask 
env.snapRaster = mask 

print("Done with settings") 

 
### Screening rasters to use in point matching 

nlcd = Float(Raster(r'file_path')) 

swregap = Float(Raster(r'file_path')) 
## Roads file has 1s for places without roads and no data for roaded pixels 

roads = Float(Raster(r'file_path')) 

soilps = Float(Raster(r'file_path')) 
 

env.workspace = r'file_path' 

 
### buffers and rings 

ptsfc = r'file_path' 

bufffc = r'file_path' 
 

### make lyr to allow for selections 

arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(bufffc, "bufflyr") 
arcpy.MakeFeatureLayer_management(ptsfc, "ptslyr") 

 

 
### Covariate List: must match file names without extensions in the workspace 

topovars = 

['log10calp3','elevm','MRRTF','MRVBF','nwness','pcurvlp3','relht1','relht128','relht16','relht2','relht32','relht4','relht64','relht8','relmnht1','relmnht1
28','relmnht16','relmnht2','relmnht32','relmnht4','relmnht64','relmnht8','slplp3','tcurvlp3','twilp3','wind','swness','sness','ProtIndex','wness'] 

lsvars = ['redbluend','redgreennd','swir1swir2']  

 
## ESD matching error dictionary for tallying 

print('Building error dictionary shell') 

esddict = {} 
COMerrdict = {} 

esdlist = [] 

featcurs = arcpy.SearchCursor(ptsfc) 
for row in featcurs: 

    esdnm = str(row.getValue("EcositeFin"))#compiling ESDs at all plots 

    if esdnm in esdlist: 
                continue 

    else: 

                esdlist.append(esdnm) 
                newCORR = esdnm + 'CORR' 

                esddict[newCORR] = 0 

                newCOMerr = esdnm + 'COMerr' 
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                esddict[newCOMerr] = 0 

                newOMerr = esdnm + 'OMerr' 
                esddict[newOMerr] = 0 

                newEXCLcorr = esdnm + 'EXCLcorr' 

                esddict[newEXCLcorr] = 0 
                COMerrdict[esdnm] = "" 

                print('Put ' + esdnm + ' into dictionary shell.') 

 
del featcurs 

print('Done building dictionary shell') 

 
### start cursor to allow for looping 

featcurs = arcpy.SearchCursor(ptsfc) 

 
print('Starting point clustering loop!') 

### Looping through each well ring, clustering and creating pixel matches 

for row in featcurs: 
    wid = str(row.getValue("wid")) 

    widn = float(row.getValue("wid")) 

    print("Starting wid " + wid) 
    widstmt = r'''''''' + r'"wid"' + " = " + wid + r'''''''' 

    widnm = "wid" + wid + ".shp" 

    widnmbuff = "widbuff" + wid + ".shp" 
    widbufftif = "widbuff" + wid + ".tif" 

    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("bufflyr", "NEW_SELECTION", widstmt) ## WID selection 

    arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("bufflyr", widnmbuff) ## new wid selection 
    arcpy.PolygonToRaster_conversion(widnmbuff, "wid", widbufftif, "MAXIMUM_AREA", "", 30) 

    widrast = Raster(widbufftif) 
    mx = widrast.extent.XMin 

    my = widrast.extent.YMin 

    ### Create numpy array shell for clustering covariates 
    print("Starting array prep") 

    widarr = arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(widbufftif) 

    arrshape = widarr.shape 
    topoarr = array([]) 

    topoarrext = array([]) 

    no_topoarr = len(topovars)#number of variables 
    lsarr = array([]) 

    lsarrext = array([]) 

    no_lsarr = len(lsvars) 
    ### Extract covariates for clustering 

    print("Starting topo variable extractions") 

    for var in topovars: 
        vartif = 'D:/GIS_Archive/COP/finallayers/UTsubset/Miller_subset/' + var + ".tif" 

        varrast = Raster(vartif) 

        extmask = ExtractByMask(varrast, widrast) 
        vararr = arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(extmask) 

        vararrf = vararr.flatten() 

        vararrfext = np.extract(vararrf > -99999, vararrf) 
        topoarr = append(topoarr, vararrf) 

        topoarrext = append(topoarrext, vararrfext) 

    print("Starting LS variable extractions") 
    for lvar in lsvars: 

        vartif = 'D:/GIS_Archive/COP/finallayers/UTsubset/Miller_subset/' + lvar + ".tif" 

        varrast = Raster(vartif) 
        extmask = ExtractByMask(varrast, widrast) 

        vararr = arcpy.RasterToNumPyArray(extmask) 

        vararrf = vararr.flatten() 
        vararrfext = np.extract(vararrf > -99999, vararrf) 

        lsarr = append(lsarr, vararrf) 

        lsarrext = append(lsarrext,vararrfext)  
    ## Reshape arrays into 2D with each column as one variable 

    print("Reshaping arrays") 

    topoarr_splt = split(topoarr, no_topoarr, axis=0) 
    topoarrext_splt = split(topoarrext, no_topoarr, axis=0) 

    topocovars = column_stack(topoarr_splt) 

    topocovarsext = column_stack(topoarrext_splt) 
    ls_splt = split(lsarr, no_lsarr, axis=0) 

    lsext_splt = split(lsarrext, no_lsarr, axis=0) 

    lscovars = column_stack(ls_splt) 
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    lscovarsext = column_stack(lsext_splt) 

    ## Set up clustering algorithm 
    ## kmeans 

    print("Starting clustering") 

    kmtopo = KMeans(n_clusters=1, random_state=None, n_jobs=-2) 
    kmtopofit = kmtopo.fit(topocovarsext) 

    kmpredtopo = kmtopofit.predict(topocovars) 

    kmpredtoposh = kmpredtopo.reshape(arrshape) 
    kmtoporast = arcpy.NumPyArrayToRaster(kmpredtoposh, arcpy.Point(mx, my), widrast.meanCellWidth, widrast.meanCellHeight) 

    kmtoporasttif = "topoclus"+wid+".tif" 

    kmtoporast.save(kmtoporasttif) 
    print("Topo cluster done for wid " + wid) 

    kmls = KMeans(n_clusters=1, random_state=None, n_jobs=-2) 

    kmlsfit = kmls.fit(lscovarsext) 
    kmpredls = kmlsfit.predict(lscovars) 

    kmpredlssh = kmpredls.reshape(arrshape) 

    kmlsrast = arcpy.NumPyArrayToRaster(kmpredlssh, arcpy.Point(mx, my), widrast.meanCellWidth, widrast.meanCellHeight) 
    kmlsrasttif = "lsclus"+wid+".tif" 

    kmlsrast.save(kmlsrasttif) 

    print("LS cluster done for wid " + wid) 
    ## select well point for given wid and create new single point feature class 

    arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management("ptslyr", "NEW_SELECTION", widstmt) ## WID point selection 

    widptnm = "widpt" + wid + ".shp" 
    arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("ptslyr", widptnm) ## saving selected wid point as shp 

    arcpy.SelectLayerByLocation_management('ptslyr', 'intersect', 'bufflyr', '', 'NEW_SELECTION') ## select all points in buffer 

    widptsnm = "widpts" + wid + ".shp" 
    arcpy.CopyFeatures_management("ptslyr", widptsnm) ## saving selected points as shp 

    ## Extract the new cluster values to the new feature class for matching 
    arcpy.sa.ExtractMultiValuesToPoints(widptnm, [[kmtoporasttif, "topoclus"],[kmlsrasttif,"lsclus"],[soilps,"soilps"]]) 

    arcpy.sa.ExtractMultiValuesToPoints(widptsnm, [[kmtoporasttif, "topoclus"],[kmlsrasttif,"lsclus"],[soilps,"soilps"]]) 

    print("Done with pt cluster extraction") 
    ## Create new cursor for well point feature class and get the cluster values 

    ptcurs = arcpy.SearchCursor(widptnm) 

    ## Get esd and cluster values for center point 
    for pt in ptcurs: 

        topocl = pt.getValue("topoclus") 

        lscl = pt.getValue("lsclus") 
        soilcl = pt.getValue("soilps") 

        esd = str(pt.getValue("EcositeFin")) 

    del ptcurs 
    ptcurs = arcpy.SearchCursor(widptsnm) 

    ## Loop through all the other points to catalogue different match/miss types by esd of center point 

    print('Starting plot matching for wid ' + wid) 
    for pt in ptcurs: 

        ptwid = str(pt.getValue("wid")) 

        pttopocl = pt.getValue("topoclus") 
        ptlscl = pt.getValue("lsclus") 

        ptsoilcl = pt.getValue("soilps") 

        ptesd = str(pt.getValue("EcositeFin")) 
        if ptwid == wid: 

                    continue 

        else: 
                    if (esd==ptesd)and((topocl==pttopocl)and(lscl==ptlscl)and(soilcl==ptsoilcl)): 

                        newCORR = esd + 'CORR' 

                        esddict[newCORR] = esddict[newCORR] + 1 
                    else: 

                        if (esd!=ptesd)and((topocl==pttopocl)and(lscl==ptlscl)and(soilcl==ptsoilcl)): 

                            newCOMerr = esd +'COMerr' 
                            esddict[newCOMerr] = esddict[newCOMerr] + 1 

                            COMerrdict[esd] = str(COMerrdict[esd]) + "," + str(ptesd) 

                        else: 
                            if (esd==ptesd)and((topocl!=pttopocl)or(lscl!=ptlscl)or(soilcl!=ptsoilcl)): 

                                newOMerr = esd + 'OMerr' 

                                esddict[newOMerr] = esddict[newOMerr] + 1 
                            else: 

                                if (esd!=ptesd)and((topocl!=pttopocl)or(lscl!=ptlscl)or(soilcl!=ptsoilcl)): 

                                    newEXCLcorr = esd + 'EXCLcorr' 
                                    esddict[newEXCLcorr] = esddict[newEXCLcorr] + 1 

        print('Done tallying match for wid point ' + wid) 

    print("Done with dictionary match/miss tallying for point" + wid) 
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    ## Create ring rasters that only contain the matched cluster class to use in the Con statement against 

    ## actual cluster rasters 
    clusringtopo = Con(Float(Raster(widbufftif)) == widn, topocl)## Using full buffer for validation set, used widbufftif instead of widtif 

    clusringls = Con(Float(Raster(widbufftif)) == widn, lscl) ## Using full buffer for validation set, used widbufftif instead of widtif 

    soilring = Con(Float(Raster(widbufftif)) == widn, soilcl) 
    ## Con statement identifying pixels that match the soils layer and two clusters within the ring 

    outcon = 

Con((((Float(Raster(widbufftif)))==widn)&((Float(soilring))==soilps)&((Float(clusringls))==(Float(Raster(kmlsrasttif))))&((Float(clusringtopo))
==(Float(Raster(kmtoporasttif))))), widn) 

    ## Screen out developed ag and water pixels 

    outcon = Con((nlcd!=21)&(nlcd!=22)&(nlcd!=23)&(nlcd!=24)&(nlcd!=81)&(nlcd!=82)&(nlcd!=11)&(nlcd!=12), outcon) 
    outcon = Con((swregap!=110)&(swregap!=111)&(swregap!=112)&(swregap!=114)&(swregap!=117)&(swregap!=125), outcon) 

    outcon = Con(roads==1, outcon) 

    widselfile = wid + "pixels" + ".tif" 
    outcon.save(widselfile) 

    print('Done with ' + wid) 

     
del featcurs 

 

## Now save esd dictionary (esddict) to text file 
## Empty text file must already be in chdir 

print('Starting to build text file') 

os.chdir(r'folder_path’) 
esdfile = open('esd_match_ttab.txt', 'w') 

esdfile.write("ESDmatch\tTally\n") 

for key in esddict: 
    writestr = str(key) + '\t' + str(esddict[key])+'\n' 

    esdfile.write(writestr) 
for key in COMerrdict: 

    writestr = str(key) + '\t' + str(COMerrdict[key])+'\n' 

    esdfile.write(writestr) 
    print('Done tallying ' + str(key)) 

 

esdfile.close() 
 

 

print("Done with Script") 
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